Now open in Chelsea, Islington, Bankside, Bath, Harrogate, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Amsterdam

PROPERTY REQUIREMENTS

sofa.com

POP UPS currently open in Leeds, Brighton and Amsterdam
About us
We’re known for doing retail differently. We create characterful and visually engaging spaces, and encourage customers to make themselves comfortable whilst gathering ideas and inspiration for their home. All of our showrooms feature coffee stations, fridges full of prosecco and beer, and a Kids’ Corner to help everyone feel right at home.

What we’re looking for
• 3,500 – 9,000 square foot of new space
• Ideally situated in a characterful building in an affluent commercial location
• Showrooms offering flexibility on multiple levels will be considered
• Secondary locations, existing retail outlets, office/warehouse conversions will also be considered

We’re searching for new properties in:
Exeter
Belfast
Birmingham
Cambridge
Cardiff
Dublin
Manchester / Cheshire
Norwich
Nottingham
Oxford
St Albans
Tunbridge Wells
Brighton